Photography Information Kit

ARE YOU FAMOUS ENOUGH?
If not, you need to book a photo shoot with Barri Media
You too can be photographed by Barri Media and see the best photos of your life - images that
really do you justice. It's just a matter of getting in touch and booking a shoot.

There are literally billions of photos being uploaded to the Net on a regular basis. If your photos are
not of a quality where they stand out and are remembered, they will be lost in the "noise" and
overlooked.
PHOTOS THAT MATTER AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE! With so many thousands of photos being uploaded
every day, images that are just "good enough" - aren't. Book a photo/video shoot with Barri Media
and get:
•LOTS OF IMAGES - keep shooting as long as time allows
•HIGHEST QUALITY - images - photos that get noticed
•WEBSITE CONTENT - give your fans the new material they want
•DYNAMIC VIDEOS - for your website, YouTube and Vimeo
•CONSULTATION - regarding marketing, promotions and social networking
•ARTISTRY - capture your best look for all time with the highest quality images
•PORTFOLIOS - for physique, modeling, acting and more

"Free photos are like free advice - easy to come by, not worth much."

LOOKING LIKE YOURSELF - BUT BETTER
In the world of acting and modeling, a great effort is often made not to make somebody look like
themselves. In many cases, actors are hardly recognizable as they are seen in various different parts
playing distinctly different characters. Models go through hours of hair and make-up, wear very different
clothing from shoot to shoot and photographers create stylized looks in which the same model might look
like a femmme fatale in one layout and a lollta in the next.
If you are presenting a complete portfolio to an art director or casting agent, it's great to have a lot of
different looks. You certainly don't want a whole book in which the photos look too much alike. And you
want a variety in a composite as well, so anyone looking at it will get an idea of the range of different
appearances you can present.
But if you send in an 8X10 or a composite that represents you as looking much, much different than you
really do - a product of a lot of Photoshop, for example - you are liable to walk into a casting meeting
where the person interviewing you is totally surprised by your appearance. You are not what he/she had in
mind when you were called in.
On the other hand, photos that are too conventional, that look just like everyone else's pictures, will not
likely get you any work, either. Or photos that simply aren't that good. Head shots can look much more
like portraits than passport pictures - up to a point. Acting shots should project some degree of personality
and interest. Modeling photos should compare favorably with the quality of photos you see in the
magazines or in the portfolios of successful working models.
So you want to try and get the highest quality photos by the best photographers you can collaborate with.
You want the photos to look like you - at least some version of you - but better. Very few supermodels or
successful actors look like they do on screen or in publicity photos when they are going shopping in a
supermarket or taking their kids to the dentist. What you look like in "real life" can often not matter
much. It's what you look like in front of a camera that determines your success as an actor or model.
So whether we are talking about Zed-cards, portfolios or 8X10 publicity shots the procedure is the same.
Get the best photos you can at any given point and be ruthless with your editing. Don't use "favorites" that
will not actually be that effective. Once you have made choices, continue to update with new and better
work as you do the photos. Edit, edit, edit. Keep your portfolios relatively short and to the point.
Everything should reinforce your "brand." Don't use photos designed to get you the kind of work you
don't want or would never be chosen for.
Again: shoot, shoot, shoot, every chance you get. As long as it is with a photographer whose work is good
enough to further your career. Having twice as many mediocre photos in your print or online portfolio, or
uploaded to social media like Facebook, does you little or no good. You want your pictures to make
people pay attention, to stick in the minds and memories and to help you get attention that leads to work.
There are many tens of thousands of images uploaded to the Internet every day. And a whole lot of videos
as well. Make sure you are represented by the highest quality photos. Images that look like you - only
better.

PHYSIQUE PHOTOGRAPHY IS SPECIALIZED
Whether for bodybuilding, fitness, figure, fitness modeling or male/female physique, getting
great physique photographs is a very specialized effort. There is certainly the matter of lighting.
It takes a very precise knowledge of studio lights or making use of natural light outdoors to bring
out the sculptural quality of the defined, muscular physique that makes it so unique and
attractive.
There is also posing. How the muscular body is posed, what angle it is photographed from,
contribute to a great degree in capturing the special nature of this kind of body and
communicating to the viewer its special qualities.
Some excellent photographers without the experience of doing this kind of work are not able to
totally capture the excitement of the aesthetically developed athletic physique. Scores of people
who are less photographers than they are owners of a digital camera can produce some nice,
clear and well-exposed images that look like every other photo shot my modern digital cameras
and have no great appeal except perhaps to the model who poses for them.
Remember - you may find it very exciting to see a nice likeness of yourself and upload it to a
website or social media like Facebook. But if you have any ambitions to marketing yourself in an
effective manner you need photos that other people are impressed by, that makes them pay
attention and remember you. In the end, quality photos are created by talented, experienced and
knowledgeable photographers - not by cameras.
And free photos are like free advice - easy to come by, not worth very much.

